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Call for Papers

Manpower Journal invites research papers for its forthcoming issues. The journal seeks
original and innovative theoretical, methodological and empirical research related to
various facets of labour economics, manpower planning and development in national
and international context. Contributions of papers in diverse field of labour economics
covering the following disciplines are invited.










Labour Economics
Human Resource Planning and Development
Gender & development issues related to labour force
Manpower and Education
Manpower and Skill Development, Vocational Training issues
Labour migration and its consequences
Labour Market structure
Status in employment specially related to marginalized sections of the society
Demand and Supply of human resource and connected matters

In addition, researchers may also submit Notes and Comments on Current Policy
issues/case study/Book review on various facets of Labour Economics and Human
Resource Development.
All papers submitted to Manpower Journal will go through a double blind review process
as per the standard procedures of well known referred journals. Only those
papers/articles/case studies, which are complete in all respects and are duly formatted,
will be considered for publication. The Journal has its own style for citation and
referencing (see Guidelines). The authors are advised to stylize the citation and
referencing of their paper following the journal style before submitting the paper for
consideration of publication. Abstract of papers (about 150 words) with full designation
and mail ID should precede the paper. Graphs, Tables and Charts must be in gray
shades and not in colour.
It is author’s responsibility to obtain permission of Copyright issues wherever required.
The editorial team has the right to modify or edit the work in order to match the standard
and style requirement of the journal. Papers may be submitted online at
editorialmjnilerd@gmail.com.
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